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Abstra t
Qualitative probabilisti networks are qualitative abstra tions of probabilisti networks, summarising probabilisti in uen es by qualitative signs. As qualitative networks model in uen es at the level of variables, knowledge about probabilisti in uen es that hold only for spe i values annot be expressed. The results omputed
from a qualitative network, as a onsequen e, an be weaker than stri tly ne essary and may in fa t be rather uninformative. We extend the basi formalism of
qualitative probabilisti networks by providing for the in lusion of ontext-spe i
information about in uen es and show that exploiting this information upon inferen e has the ability to forestall unne essarily weak results.
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1 Introdu tion

Probabilisti networks have be ome widely a epted as pra ti al representations of knowledge for reasoning under un ertainty. They ombine a graphi al
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representation of the variables in a problem domain and the relations between them, with ( onditional) probabilities that represent the un ertainties
involved [17℄. More spe i ally, the graphi al representation takes the form of a
dire ted graph where ea h variable represents a variable, and an ar expresses
a possible probabilisti dependen e between the variables; these dependen es
are quanti ed by a onditional probability distribution for ea h variable given
the possible ombinations of values for its prede essors in the digraph. For
reasoning with these probabilities in a mathemati ally orre t way, powerful
algorithms are available. Appli ations of probabilisti networks an be found in
su h elds as (medi al) diagnosis and prognosis, planning, monitoring, vision,
information retrieval, natural language pro essing, and e- ommer e.
Qualitative probabilisti networks are qualitative abstra tions of probabilisti
networks [21℄, introdu ed for probabilisti reasoning in a qualitative way. Just
like a probabilisti network, a qualitative network en odes statisti al variables
and the probabilisti relationships between them in a dire ted a y li graph.
Ea h variable A in this digraph on e again represents a variable. An ar A ! B
again expresses a probabilisti in uen e of the variable A on the probability
distribution of the variable B . Rather than quanti ed by onditional probabilities as in a probabilisti network, however, the in uen e is summarised by a
qualitative sign. This sign indi ates the dire tion of shift in B 's ( umulative)
probability distribution that would be o asioned by an observation for A.
For example, a positive in uen e of A on B expresses that observing higher
values for A renders higher values for B more likely. The signs of a qualitative network have a well-de ned foundation in the mathemati al on ept of
sto hasti dominan e. Building upon this foundation, it is possible to reason
with qualitative signs in a mathemati ally orre t way. To this end, an eÆient algorithm, based upon the idea of propagating and ombining signs, is
available [5℄.

Qualitative probabilisti networks an play an important role in the onstru tion of probabilisti networks for real-life appli ation domains. While onstru ting the digraph of a probabilisti network requires onsiderable e ort,
it is generally onsidered feasible. The assessment of all probabilities required
is a mu h harder task, espe ially if it has to be performed with the help
of human experts. The quanti ation task is, in fa t, often referred to as a
major obsta le in building a probabilisti network [8,10℄. Assessment of the
signs for a qualitative probabilisti network tends to require onsiderably less
e ort from the domain experts, however [5℄. Now, by eli iting signs from domain experts for the digraph of a probabilisti network under onstru tion, a
qualitative probabilisti network is obtained. This qualitative network an be
used to study and validate the reasoning behaviour of the network prior to
probability assessment. The signs an further be used as onstraints on the
probabilities to be assessed [7,13℄.
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Qualitative networks model the un ertainties involved in an appli ation domain at the high level of variables, as opposed to probabilisti networks where
un ertainties are represented at the level of the variables' values. Due to this
oarse level of representation detail, reasoning with a qualitative probabilisti
network often leads to results that are weaker than stri tly ne essary and may
in fa t be rather uninformative. To be able to fully exploit a qualitative probabilisti network as outlined above, we feel that it should apture and exploit
as mu h qualitative information from the appli ation domain as possible. First
introdu ed by M.P. Wellman [21℄ and later extended by M. Henrion and M.J.
Druzdzel [5,6,9℄, qualitative networks have been re ned to enhan e their expressiveness, by various resear hers. S. Parsons [14,16℄ introdu ed the on ept
of qualitative derivative where the in uen e of a variable A on a variable B
is summarised by a set of signs, one for ea h value of B ; he also studied the
use of other approa hes to un ertain reasoning, su h as order-of-magnitude
reasoning, within qualitative probabilisti networks [15℄. S. Renooij and L.C.
van der Gaag [18℄ have enhan ed qualitative probabilisti networks by adding
a qualitative notion of strength. Renooij et al. [19℄ further fo used on identifying and resolving troublesome parts of a network. In this paper, we propose
adding a notion of ontext as an extension to the basi formalism of qualitative
networks in order to enhan e its expressive power.
By means of their digraph, probabilisti networks provide a qualitative representation of the onditional independen es that are embedded in a joint
probability distribution. The digraph in essen e aptures independen es between variables, that is, it models independen es that hold for all values of
the variables involved. The independen es that hold only for spe i values
are not represented in the digraph but are aptured instead by the onditional
probabilities asso iated with the variables. Knowledge of these latter independen es allows further de omposition of onditional probabilities and an be
exploited to speed up inferen e. For this purpose, a notion of ontext-spe i
independen e was introdu ed [2,22℄. Context-spe i independen e o urs often enough that some well-known tools for the onstru tion of probabilisti
networks have in orporated spe ial me hanisms to allow the user to more
easily spe ify the onditional probability distributions for the variables involved [2℄.
A qualitative probabilisti network also aptures independen es between variables by means of its digraph. Sin e its qualitative in uen es are spe i ed at
the level of variables as well, independen es that hold only for spe i values
of the variables involved annot be represented. In fa t, qualitative in uen es
impli itly hide su h ontext-spe i independen es: if the in uen e of a variable A on a variable B is positive in one ontext, that is, for one ombination
of values for some other variables, and zero in all other ontexts | indi ating independen e | then the in uen e is aptured by a positive sign. Also,
positive and negative in uen es may be hidden: if a variable A has a positive
3

in uen e on a variable B in some ontext and a negative in uen e in another
ontext, then the in uen e of A on B is modelled as being ambiguous.
As ontext-spe i independen es basi ally are qualitative by nature, we feel
that they an and should be aptured expli itly in a qualitative probabilisti
network. For this purpose, we introdu e a notion of ontext-spe i sign. A
ontext-spe i sign is basi ally a fun tion assigning di erent signs to an in uen e for di erent ontexts. Upon inferen e, for ea h in uen e with a ontextspe i sign, the sign is propagated that is assigned to the ontext orresponding to the observed variables' values. We thus extend the basi formalism of
qualitative networks by providing for the in lusion of ontext-spe i information about in uen es and show that exploiting this information upon inferen e
an prevent unne essarily weak results.
The paper is organised as follows. In Se tion 2, we provide some preliminaries on erning probabilisti networks and qualitative probabilisti networks.
We present two examples of the type of information that an be hidden in
qualitative in uen es, in Se tion 3. We present our extended formalism and
asso iated algorithm for exploiting ontext-spe i information upon inferen e
in Se tion 4. In Se tion 5, we dis uss the ontext-spe i information that is
hidden in the qualitative abstra tions of two real-life probabilisti networks.
The paper ends with some on luding observations in Se tion 6.
2 Preliminaries

Before introdu ing qualitative probabilisti networks, we brie y review their
quantitative ounterparts.
2.1 Probabilisti networks

A probabilisti network B = (G; Pr) is a on ise representation of a joint
probability distribution Pr on a set of statisti al variables. It en odes the variables on erned, along with their probabilisti interrelationships, in an a y li
dire ted graph G = (V (G); A(G)). Ea h variable A 2 V (G) represents a statisti al variable. Variables will be indi ated by apital letters from the beginning
of the alphabet; values of these variables will be denoted by small letters,
possibly with a subs ript. As there is a one-to-one orresponden e between
variables and variables, we will use the terms `variable' and `variable' interhangeably. The probabilisti relationships between the represented variables
are aptured by the set of ar s A(G) of the digraph. Informally speaking, we
take an ar A ! B in G to represent an in uential relationship between the
4

variables A and B , designating B as the e e t of ause A. The absen e of an
ar between two variables means that they do not in uen e ea h other dire tly.
More formally, the set of ar s aptures probabilisti independen e among the
represented variables by means of the d-separation riterion. Two variables are
said to be d-separated if all hains between them are blo ked by the available
eviden e. We say that a hain between two variables is blo ked if it in ludes
either an observed variable with at least one outgoing ar or an unobserved
variable with two in oming ar s and no observed des endants; a hain that
is not blo ked is alled a tive. If two variables are d-separated then they are
onsidered onditionally independent given the available eviden e [17℄.
Asso iated with ea h variable A 2 V (G) is a set of onditional probability
distributions Pr(A j (A)) that des ribe the probabilisti relationship of this
variable with its (immediate) prede essors (A) in the digraph. As an illustration, the following example introdu es a small probabilisti network.
Example 1 We onsider the small probabilisti network shown in Fig. 1. The
Pr(a) = 0:70
Pr(t j a) = 0:01 T
Pr(t j a) = 0:35
Pr(d j tf ) = 0:95
Pr(d j tf ) = 0:15

A

Pr(f j a) = 0:50
Pr(f j a) = 0:45
Pr(d j tf ) = 0:80
Pr(d j tf ) = 0:01
F

D

Fig. 1. The antibioti s network.

network represents a fragment of titious and in omplete medi al knowledge,
pertaining to the e e ts of administering antibioti s on a patient. Variable A
represents whether or not a patient has been taking antibioti s. Variable T
models whether or not the patient is su ering from typhoid fever and variable
D represents presen e or absen e of diarrhoea in the patient. Variable F , to
on lude, des ribes whether or not the omposition of the ba terial ora in the
patient's gastrointestinal tra t has hanged. Typhoid fever and a hange in the
patient's ba terial ora are modelled as the possible auses of diarrhoea. Antibioti s an ure typhoid fever by killing the ba teria that ause the infe tion.
However, antibioti s an also hange the omposition of the patient's ba terial
ora, thereby in reasing the risk of diarrhoea. 

A probabilisti network B = (G; Pr) de nes a unique joint probability distribution Pr on V (G) with
Y Pr(A j (A))
Pr(V (G)) =
2

A V (G)

that respe ts the independen es portrayed in the digraph G. Sin e a probabilisti network aptures a unique distribution, it provides for omputing
5

any prior or posterior probability over its variables. Exa t omputation of
these probabilities is known to be NP-hard [3℄. However, various algorithms
are available that have a polynomial runtime omplexity for most realisti
networks [12,17℄.
2.2 Qualitative probabilisti networks
Qualitative probabilisti networks bear a strong resemblan e to their quantitative ounterparts. A qualitative probabilisti network Q = (G; ) also omprises an a y li digraph G = (V (G); A(G)) modelling variables and the probabilisti relationships between them. The set of ar s A(G) again models probabilisti independen e. Instead of onditional probability distributions, however, a qualitative probabilisti network asso iates with its digraph a set  of
qualitative in uen es and qualitative synergies.
A qualitative in uen e between two variables expresses how the values of one
variable in uen e the probabilities of the values of the other variable. The
dire tion of the shift in probability o asioned is indi ated by the sign of the
in uen e. A positive qualitative in uen e of a variable A on a variable B , for
example, expresses that observing higher values for A makes higher values for
B more likely, regardless of any other in uen es on B [21℄. Building upon a
total order `>' on the values per variable, we have that higher values for a
variable B are more likely given higher values for a variable A, if the umulative
onditional probability distribution F 0 j of variable B given a lies, graphi ally
speaking, below the umulative onditional probability distribution F j given
a , for all values a ; a of A with a > a . When F 0 j lies below F j for all
values of B , F 0 j is said to dominate F j by rst-order sto hasti dominan e
(FSD) :
F 0 j F SD F j
() F 0 j (b )  F j (b ) for all values b of B:
i

B ai

B aj

j

i

j

i

j

B ai

B aj

B ai

B aj

B ai

B aj

i

B ai

B aj

i

i

The on ept of rst-order sto hasti dominan e underlies the formal de nition
of qualitative in uen e.
De nition 2 Let G = (V (G); A(G)) be an a y li digraph and let Pr be a
joint probability distribution on V (G) that respe ts the independen es in G.
Let A, B be variables in G with A ! B 2 A(G). Then, variable A positively
in uen es variable B along ar A ! B , written S (A; B ), i for all values b
+

of B and all values aj ; ak of A with aj

> ak ,

we have that

i

Pr(B  b j a x)  Pr(B  b j a x)
i

j

for any ombination of values

i

x

k

for the set
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( ) n fAg of prede essors of B

 B

other than A.

A negative qualitative in uen e, denoted by S , and a zero qualitative in uen e, denoted by S , are de ned analogously, repla ing  in the above formula
by  and =, respe tively. If the in uen e of variable A on variable B is not
monotoni or if it is unknown, we say that it is ambiguous, denoted S (A; B ).
The `+', ` ', `0' and `?' in the above de nitions are termed the signs of the
qualitative in uen es. Whenever signs are presented by themselves, they will
be a ompanied by quotation marks, as in the previous senten e; signs displayed within formulas and tables will be presented without quotation marks.
In the remainder of this paper, we assume for ease of exposition that all variables are binary valued, with a denoting A = true , a denoting A = false , and
a>a
 for any binary variable A. For illustrative purposes in examples, binary
variables often have di erent values than true and false ; value statements for
these variables however, are again written as a or a. We note that for binary
variables, the de nition of qualitative in uen e an be slightly simpli ed. For
a positive qualitative in uen e of A on B , for example, we now have that
Pr(b j ax) Pr(b j ax)  0
0

?

for any ombination of values x for X = (B ) n fAg.
A qualitative in uen e is asso iated with ea h ar in the digraph of a qualitative network. Variables, however, not only in uen e ea h other along ar s,
they an also exert indire t in uen es on one another. The de nition of qualitative in uen e trivially extends to apture su h indire t in uen es, that is,
in uen es along one or more a tive hains. The signs of indire t in uen es are
determined by the properties that the set of in uen es of a qualitative probabilisti network exhibits [21℄. The property of symmetry guarantees that, if
the network in ludes the in uen e S (A; B ), then it also in ludes S (B; A)
with the same sign Æ. The property of transitivity asserts that qualitative inuen es along an a tive hain without any variables with two in oming ar s
on the hain, ombine into an indire t in uen e with the sign spe i ed by
the -operator from Table 1. The property of omposition asserts that multiple qualitative in uen es between two variables along parallel a tive hains
ombine into a omposite in uen e with the sign spe i ed by the -operator.
From Table 1, we observe that ombining non-ambiguous qualitative in uen es with the -operator an yield in uen es with an ambiguous sign. Su h
an ambiguity, in fa t, results whenever two in uen es with opposite signs are
ombined. The two in uen es in essen e are on i ting and represent a tradeo in the appli ation domain. The ambiguity that results from ombining the
two in uen es indi ates that the trade-o annot be resolved from the information that is represented in the network. In ontrast with the -operator, the
Æ
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Table 1
The - and -operators.
+
0 ?
+ +



+

0 ?

+ +

+ 0 ?

?

0

0

0

0 0

0

+

?

?

?

0 ?

?

?

0
?

?

+ ?
?

?

0

?

?

?

-operator annot introdu e ambiguities upon ombining signs of in uen es
along hains. Note that, on e an ambiguous results has arisen, both operators
serve to propagate this ambiguity.
In addition to in uen es, a qualitative probabilisti network in ludes synergies
that model the intera tions within small sets of variables. We distinguish between additive synergies and produ t synergies. As we will not use the additive
synergy in the remainder of this paper, we just say that it aptures the joint
in uen e of two variables on a ommon su essor [21℄. A produ t synergy expresses how the value of one variable in uen es the probabilities of the values
of another variable in view of a given value for a third variable [6℄.
De nition 3 Let G = (V (G); A(G)) be an a y li digraph and let Pr be a
joint probability distribution on V (G) that respe ts the independen es in G.
Let A, B , C be variables in G with A ! C , B ! C 2 A(G). Then, variable
A exhibits a negative produ t synergy on variable B (and vi e versa) given
the value for their ommon su essor C , denoted X (fA; B g; ), i
Pr( j abx)  Pr( j abx)  Pr( j abx)  Pr( j abx)
for any ombination of values
other than A and B .

C

x

for the set

( ) n fA; B g of prede essors of

 C

Positive, zero, and ambiguous produ t synergies

are de ned analogously.
Produ t synergies are of importan e for reasoning with a qualitative network
sin e they indu e a qualitative in uen e between the prede essors A and B
of a variable C upon its observation. Su h an indu ed in uen e is oined an
inter ausal in uen e. The sign of an inter ausal in uen e is determined by the
produ t synergy that served to indu e it and may di er for the observations
and  for the variable C .
Example 4 The qualitative probabilisti network shown in Fig. 2 is the qualitative ounterpart of the antibioti s network dis ussed in Example 1. From
the onditional probability distributions spe i ed for the variable T , we observe
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A
T

;

+

D

+
F

+

Fig. 2. The qualitative antibioti s network.

that

Pr(t j a) Pr(t j a) = 0:01 0:35  0
and therefore on lude that S (A; T ). We further nd that S + (A; F ), S + (T; D),
and S + (F; D). Either value for variable D, in addition, indu es a negative inter ausal in uen e between the variables T and F (indi ated by the dotted
line). 

For reasoning with a qualitative probabilisti network, an elegant algorithm
is available from M.J. Druzdzel and M. Henrion [5℄; this algorithm, termed
the sign-propagation algorithm, is summarised in pseudo ode in Fig. 3. The
basi idea of the algorithm is to tra e the e e t of observing a value for a variable upon the probabilities of the values of all other variables in the network
by message-passing between neighbouring variables. In essen e, the algorithm
omputes the sign of in uen e along all a tive hains between the newly observed variable and all other variables in the network, using the properties of
symmetry, transitivity and omposition. For ea h variable, it summarises the
overall in uen e in a node sign that indi ates the dire tion of the shift in the
probability distribution of that variable o asioned by the new observation.
The sign-propagation algorithm takes for its input a qualitative probabilisti
network, a set of previously observed variables, a variable for whi h a new observation has be ome available, and the sign of this observation, that is, either
a `+' for the value true or a ` ' for the value false. Prior to the a tual propagation of the new observation by PropagateSign, for all variables V the node sign
sign[V ℄ is initialised at `0'. For the newly observed variable the appropriate
i

i

pro edure PropagateSign(trail,f rom,to,messagesign):
sign[to℄
sign[to℄  messagesign;
trail
trail [ ftog;
for ea h a tive neighbour Vi of to
do linksign
sign of (indu ed) in uen e between to and Vi ;
messagesign
sign[to℄ linksign;
if Vi 2
= trail and sign[Vi ℄ 6= sign[Vi ℄  messagesign
then PropagateSign(trail,to,Vi ,messagesign).

Fig. 3. The sign-propagation pro edure for inferen e in a qualitative network.
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sign is now entered into the network. The observed variable updates its node
sign to the sign-sum of its original sign and the entered sign. It thereupon noti es all its (indu ed) neighbours that its sign has hanged, by passing to ea h
of them a message ontaining a sign. This sign is the sign-produ t of the variable's urrent node sign and the sign linksign of the in uen e asso iated with
the ar or inter ausal link it traverses. Ea h message further re ords its origin;
this information is used to prevent the passing of messages to variables that
were already visited on the same hain. Upon re eiving a message, a variable
to updates its node sign to the sign-sum of its urrent node sign sign[to℄ and
the sign messagesign from the message it re eives. The variable then sends
a opy of the message to all its neighbours that need to re onsider their node
sign. In doing so, the variable hanges the sign in ea h opy to the appropriate sign and adds itself as the origin of the opy. Note that as this pro ess is
repeated throughout the network, the hains along whi h messages have been
passed are re orded. Also note that, as messages travel simple hains only, it
is suÆ ient to just re ord the variables on these hains.
During sign-propagation, variables are only visited if they need a hange of
node sign. A node sign an hange at most twi e, on e from `0' to `+', ` ' or
`?' and then only from `+' or ` ' to `?'. From this observation we have that
no variable is ever a tivated more than twi e upon inferen e. The algorithm
is therefore guaranteed to halt. The time- omplexity of the algorithm is linear
in the number of ar s of the digraph.
We illustrate the sign-propagation algorithm by means of our previous example.
Example 5 We onsider on e again the qualitative Antibioti s network from
Fig. 2. Suppose that a spe i patient is taking antibioti s. This observation is
entered into the network by updating the node sign of variable A to a `+'. Variable A thereupon propagates a message with sign +
= towards variable
T . T updates its node sign to ` ' and sends a message with sign
+ = to
variable D. D updates its sign to ` '. It does not pass on a sign to variable F ,
sin e the hain from A to F through D is blo ked. Variable A also sends a message, with sign + + = +, to F . Variable F updates its node sign a ordingly
and passes a messge with sign + + = + on to variable D. D thus re eives
the additional sign `+'. This sign is ombined with the previously updated node
sign ` ', whi h results in the ambiguous sign  + = ? for the variable D.
Note that the ambiguous sign arises from the represented trade-o . Also note
that if the network would have ontained additional variables beyond D, these
variables would have all ended up with a variable sign `?' after inferen e. 
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3 Context-independent signs

Sin e qualitative probabilisti networks model knowledge at the level of variables, ontext-spe i information, that is, information that holds only for
spe i values of the variables involved, annot be represented expli itly. This
information in essen e is hidden in the qualitative in uen es and synergies
of the network. If, for example, the in uen e of a variable A on a variable
B is positive for one ombination of values for the set X of B 's prede essors
other than A, and zero for all other ombinations of values for X , then the
in uen e of A on B is positive by de nition. The zero in uen es, indi ating
ontext-spe i independen e, are hidden due to the fa t that the inequality
in the de nition of qualitative in uen e is not stri t. We present an example
illustrating su h hidden zeroes.
Example 6 We onsider the qualitative network from Fig. 4, whi h represents a highly simpli ed fragment of knowledge in on ology. It pertains to the
e e ts and ompli ations to be expe ted from treatment of oesophageal an er.
The variable L models the life expe tan y of a patient after therapy; the value
l indi ates that the patient will survive for at least one year and the value
l expresses that the patient will die within this year. Variable T models the
therapy instilled; we onsider surgery, modelled by t, and no treatment, modelled by t, as the only therapeuti alternatives. The e e t to be attained from
surgery is a omplete removal of the tumour, modelled by the variable R. After
surgery a life-threatening pulmonary ompli ation, modelled by P , may result;
the o urren e of this ompli ation is heavily in uen ed by whether or not the
patient is a smoker, whi h is modelled by the variable S .
We onsider the onditional probabilities from a quanti ed network representing the same knowledge. We would like to note that these probabilities
serve illustrative purposes only: although not entirely unrealisti , they have
not been spe i ed by domain experts. The probability of attaining a omplete
removal of the pesophageal tumour upon surgery is Pr(r j t) = 0:45; as without
surgery there an be no removal of the tumour, we have Pr(r j t) = 0. From
Pr(r j t)  Pr(r j t), we have that the variable T indeed exerts a positive qualitative in uen e on R. The probabilities of a pulmonary ompli ation o urring

+

T

+

R

+

P

S

+

L

Fig. 4. The qualitative surgery network.
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and of a patient's life expe tan y after therapy are, respe tively,

Pr(p)
t



t


0:75 0:00
0:00 0:00
s

Pr(l)

s

r



r


0:15 0:95
0:03 0:50
p

p

From the rightmost table we observe that Pr(l j r P )  Pr(l j r P ) for all values
of P and that Pr(l j p R)  Pr(l j p R) for all values of R. We thus verify
that the variable R exerts a positive in uen e on L, indi ating that su esful
removal of the tunour serves to in rease life expe tan y, and that the qualitative
in uen e of P on L is negative, indi ating that pulmonary ompli ations from
surgery are indeed life threatening. From the leftmost table, we observe that
Pr(p j s T )  Pr(p j s T ) for all values of T and Pr(p j t S )  Pr(p j tS ) for
all values of S . We thus verify that both T and S exert a positive qualitative
in uen e on the variable P , indi ating that performing surgery and smoking
are risk fa tors for pulmonary ompli ations. The zeroes in the table reveal
that pulmonary ompli ations are likely to o ur only in the presen e of both
risk fa tors. The fa t that the in uen e of T on P is, for example, a tually
zero in the ontext of the value s for the variable S , however, is not apparent
from the sign of the in uen e. Note that this zero in uen e does not arise from
the probabilities being zero, but rather from their having the same value. 

The previous example shows that the level of representation detail of a qualitative network an result in information hiding. As hidden information annot
be exploited upon reasoning, unne essarily weak answers may result from inferen e with the network. Referring to the previous example, for instan e, we
an ompute, using the standard onditioning rule from probability theory, the
independen es portrayed by the digraph of the example and the probabilities
involved, that performing surgery on a non-smoker has a positive in uen e
on life expe tan y: as Pr(l j ts ) = 0:70 and Pr(l j ts ) = 0:50, we have that
Pr(l j ts )  Pr(l j ts ). In the qualitative network, however, entering the observation t for the variable T , in the presen e of s, will result in a `?' for L
due to the on i ting reasoning hains from T to L. The `?' for the variable L
indi ates that the resulting in uen e is unknown. As, from the ontext s, we
know that the in uen e of T on P is zero, and hen e the in uen e of T on L
via P is zero, this result is weaker than stri tly ne essary.
We re all from the de nition of qualitative in uen e that the sign of an in uen e of a variable A on a variable B is independent of the values for the set
X of prede essors of B other than A. A `?' for the in uen e of A on B may
therefore hide the information that A has a positive in uen e on B for some
ombination of values for X and a negative in uen e for another ombination.
If so, the ambiguous in uen e of A on B is non-monotoni in nature and an
in fa t be looked upon as spe ifying di erent signs for di erent ontexts. We
12

L
C

?

M

Fig. 5. The qualitative ervi al metastases network.

present an example to illustrate this observation.
Example 7 The qualitative network from Fig. 5 represents another fragment
of knowledge in on ology. It pertains to the metastasis of oesophageal an er.
The variable L represents the lo ation of the primary tumour in a patient's
oesophagus; the value l models that the tumour resides in the lower two-third of
the oesophagus and the value l expresses that the tumour is in the oesophagus'
upper one-third. An oesophageal tumour upon growth typi ally gives rise to
lymphati metastases. The extent of su h metastases is aptured by the variable
M . The value m
 of M indi ates that just the lo al and regional lymph nodes
are a e ted; m denotes that distant lymph nodes are a e ted. Whi h lymph
nodes are lo al or regional and whi h are distant depends on the lo ation of the
primary tumour in the oesophagus. The lymph nodes in the ne k, or ervix, for
example, are regional for a tumour in the upper one-third of the oesophagus and
distant otherwise. variable C represents the presen e or absen e of metastases
in the ervi al lymph nodes.
We onsider the onditional probabilities from a quanti ed network representing the same knowledge; on e again, these probabilities serve illustrative purposes only. The probabilities of the presen e of ervi al metastases in a patient
are

Pr( )
m



m

l
0:35 0:95
0:00 1:00
l

From these probabilities we observe that the variable L indeed has a negative
in uen e on C , indi ating that tumours in the lower two-third of the oesophagus are less likely to give rise to lymphati metastases in the ne k than tumours
that are lo ated in the upper one-third of the oesophagus. The in uen e of the
variable M on C , however, is non-monotoni :

Pr( j ml) > Pr( j ml
 ); yet Pr( j ml ) < Pr( j m l )
While for tumours in the lower two-third of the oesophagus the lymph nodes in
the ne k are less likely to be a e ted when only lo al and regional metastases
are present, they are more likely to be a e ted in this ase for tumours that
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are lo ated in the upper one-third of the oesophagus. We on lude that the
non-monotoni in uen e of M on C hides a `+' for the value l of the variable
L and a ` ' for the ontext 
l. 

With the two examples above we have illustrated that ontext-spe i information about in uen es that is present in the onditional probabilities of a
quanti ed network annot be represented expli itly in a qualitative probabilisti network. Upon abstra ting the quanti ed network to the qualitative
network, the information is e e tively hidden. Of ourse, in real-life appliations of qualitative probabilisti networks, one would build the qualitative
network dire tly with the help of domain experts rather than ompute it from
an already quanti ed network. During the onstru tion of the qualitative network, however, an expert may express knowledge about non-monotoni ities
and ontext-spe i independen es as dis ussed above.
4 Context-spe i ity and its exploitation

The level of representation detail of a qualitative probabilisti network enfor es
in uen es and synergies to be independent of spe i ontexts. In this se tion
we present an extension to the basi formalism of qualitative networks that
allows for asso iating ontext-spe i signs with qualitative in uen es and
synergies. In Se tion 4.1, the extended formalism is introdu ed; in Se tion 4.2,
we demonstrate, by means of the example networks from the previous se tion,
that exploiting ontext-spe i information an prevent unne essarily weak
results upon inferen e.
4.1 Context-spe i

signs

Before introdu ing ontext-spe i signs, we formally de ne the notion of ontext for qualitative probabilisti networks.
De nition 8 Let G = (V (G); A(G)) be an a y li digraph. Let X  V (G) be
a set of variables in G alled ontext variables. A ontext
for X is a
ombination of values for a subset Y  X of the set of ontext variables. For
Y = ? we say that the ontext is empty, denoted  . For Y = X , we say that
the ontexts are maximal. The set of all possible ontexts for X is alled the
ontext set for X and is denoted C .
The subs ript X for the empty ontext  will often be omitted as long as
no onfusion is possible. Note that ontexts may pertain to arbitrary sets of
variables from a qualitative network.
X

X

X
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Upon inferen e, we will often have to ompare di erent ontexts for the same
set of ontext variables. For this purpose, we de ne a partial order `>' on
ontexts.
De nition 9 Let G = (V (G); A(G)) be an a y li digraph and let X  V (G)
be a set of ontext variables. Let
and 0 be ombinations of values for the
sets Y  X and Y 0  X , respe tively. Then, > 0 i Y  Y 0 and
and
X

X

0 spe ify the same ombination of values for
X

X

Y 0.

X

X

We now de ne a ontext-spe i sign to be a sign that may vary from ontext
to ontext. A ontext-spe i sign an basi ally be looked upon as a fun tion
Æ : C ! f+; ; 0; ?g from a set of ontexts C to the set of all the basi signs
introdu ed in Se tion 2.
De nition 10 Let Q = (G; ) be a qualitative probabilisti network and let
X  V (G) be a set of ontext variables. A ontext-spe i
sign is a fun tion
Æ : C ! f+; ; 0; ?g for whi h for any two ontexts
and 0 , > 0 , the
X

X

X

X

following property holds:
Æ

X

X

X

( 0 ) = Æ ; Æ 2 f+; ; 0g =) Æ( ) 2 fÆ ; 0g
X

i

i

X

i

The de nition of ontext-spe i sign in essen e states that the sign for a ontext agrees with the sign of any larger ontext, in the sense that signs annot
be ome less onstrained for in reasing ontexts (a `0' is more onstrained than
a `+' or a ` ', whi h in turn are more onstrained than a `?'). More spe i ally, signs annot disagree unless they pertain to ontexts that annot o ur
simultaneously.
For abbreviation, we will write Æ(X ) to denote the ontext-spe i sign Æ that
is de ned on the ontext set C . To avoid an abundan e of bra es, we will
further write Æ(A) instead of Æ(fAg) to indi ate a ontext-spe i sign for a
single ontext variable A. Note that the basi signs from regular qualitative
networks an be looked upon as ontext-spe i signs that are de ned by a
onstant fun tion. By being ontext-independent, they in essen e over all
possible ontexts.
Having introdu ed the notion of ontext-spe i sign, we now extend the basi formalism of qualitative networks by allowing ontext-spe i signs for
qualitative in uen es.
De nition 11 Let G = (V (G); A(G)) be an a y li digraph and let Pr be a
joint probability distribution on V (G) that respe ts the independen es in G. Let
A, B be variables in G with A ! B 2 A(G) and let X =  (B ) n fAg be the
set of prede essors of B other than A. Then, variable A exerts a qualitative
in uen e of sign Æ(X ) on variable B , denoted S (A; B ), i for ea h ontext
X

G

Æ (X )
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X

for X we have

 Æ( X ) = + i Pr(b j a X x0 )  Pr(b j a X x0 ) for any
0
X x for

 Æ( X ) =



X;

ombination of values

i Pr(b j a X x0 )  Pr(b j a X x0 ) for any ombination of values
0
X x for X ;
Æ( X ) = 0 i
Pr(b j a X x0 ) = Pr(b j a X x0 ) for any ombination of values
0
X x for X ;
Æ ( X ) = ? otherwise.

Note that in de ning a ontext-spe i in uen e for an ar between two variables A and B , we have taken the set X of prede essors of B other than A for
the set of ontext variables. This restri tion of the set of ontext variables is
not essential, however, and an be lifted whenever desirable. Context-spe i
qualitative synergies are de ned analogously.
A ontext-spe i sign Æ(X ) in essen e has to spe ify a basi sign from the
set f+; ; 0; ?g for ea h possible ombination of values in the ontext set C .
From the de nition of ontext-spe i signs, however, we have that it is not
ne essary to expli itly indi ate a basi sign for every ontext. The following
example illustrates this observation.
X

Example 12 We onsider an in uen e of a variable A on a variable B with
the set of ontext variables X = fD; E g. Suppose that the sign Æ (X ) of the
in uen e is de ned as

( ) = ?;
Æ (d) = +; Æ (d) = ; Æ (e) = ?; Æ (
e) = +;
 ) = ; Æ(de) = 0
Æ (de) = +; Æ (de) = +; Æ (de
Æ 

From the de nition of ontext-spe i sign, we have for example that Æ (d) = +
enfor es Æ (de) and Æ (de) to be either `+' or `0'. As both de and de indu e the
same sign as d, the signs Æ (de) and Æ (de) reveal that no additional information is hidden by the sign Æ (d). Building upon this observation, the fun tion
Æ (X ) an be uniquely des ribed by the signs of the smaller ontexts whenever
the larger ontexts are assigned the same sign. The fun tion is therefore fully
des ribed by the four signs

( ) = ?; Æ(d) = +; Æ(d) =

Æ 

() = +

; Æ e

The sign for the ontext Æ (de), for example, an be easily derived from these
signs. As Æ (d) = , we have from the de nition of ontext-spe i signs that
Æ (de) an be either ` ' or `0'. From Æ (
e) = +, we have in addition that Æ (de)
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Table 2
The ?-operator for ombining signs.
? +
0 ?
+ +

0

0
0

0

?

+

0 +
0

0

0

0

0

?

should be either `+' or `0'. We on lude that Æ (de) equals zero. The sign for
 is derived in mu h the same way. The sign Æ(e) = ? for the
the ontext de
 . The sign Æ(d) = ,
ontext e does not pose any restri tions on the sign for de
 ) to be either ` ' or `0'. As no sign has been
however, restri ts the sign Æ (de
 , it inherits its sign from d: Æ(de ) = . 
stated expli itly for the ontext de

In order to exploit the above observations, we have to provide for omputing
the unspe i ed sign of a larger ontext from the signs of smaller ontexts. For
ontexts that pertain to a single variable, the sign Æ( ) is taken to be equal
to the sign spe i ed for the empty ontext . For ontexts that pertain to
a set Y of two or more variables, we rewrite as 0 , where is the value
assigned by to some variable C 2 Y and 0 assigns the same values to
the variables Y nfC g as . We then ompute the sign Æ( ) re ursively from
Æ ( ) = Æ ( 0 ) ? Æ ( ), building upon the and -operator from Table 2. Note that
if Æ( 0 ) = Æ( ) then the sign of obviously equals Æ( ). If one of Æ( 0 ) or Æ( )
equals zero, then Æ( ) should also be zero. If one of Æ( 0 ) or Æ( ) is a `?', then
the strongest of the two signs is taken for Æ( ). If Æ( 0 ) = + and Æ( ) = ,
or vi e versa, then Æ( ) an only be zero. The pro edure for determining
signs from a partial spe i ation of a ontext-spe i sign is summarised in
pseudo ode in Fig. 6.
The standard sign-propagation algorithm for probabilisti inferen e with a
qualitative network, as dis ussed in Se tion 2.2, is easily extended to handle
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

fun tion ComputeSign( X ): Æ (X )
if Æ ( X ) is spe i ed
then return Æ ( X );
if X is a singleton
then return Æ (X );
return ComputeSign( 0X ) ? ComputeSign( )
where 0X and adhere to X = 0X .

Fig. 6. The pro edure for omputing signs from a partially spe i ed ontext-spe i
sign.
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pro edure PropagateSign(trail,f rom,to,messagesign):
sign[to℄
sign[to℄  messagesign;
trail
trail [ ftog;
for ea h a tive neighbour Vi of to
do linksign
sign of (indu ed) in uen e between to and Vi ;
if linksign = Æ (X )
then determine the urrent ontext X from the observations;
linksign
ComputeSign( X );
messagesign
sign[to℄ linksign;
if Vi 2
= trail and sign[Vi ℄ 6= sign[Vi ℄  messagesign
then PropagateSign(trail,to,Vi ,messagesign)

Fig. 7. The extended sign-propagation pro edure for handling ontext-spe i

signs.

ontext-spe i signs. The extended algorithm propagates and ombines baonly, as does the standard algorithm. Before a sign is propagated
over an in uen e, however, it is investigated whether or not the in uen e's
sign is ontext-spe i . If so, the urrently valid ontext is determined from
the available observations and the basi sign that is either spe i ed or omputed for this ontext is propagated. If none of the ontext variables have
been observed, then the sign spe i ed for the empty ontext is propagated.
The extended sign-propagation algorithm is given in Fig. 7. We note that the
algorithm an handle both ontext-spe i and regular signs.

si signs

4.2 Exploiting ontext-spe i

signs

In Se tion 3 we presented two examples showing that the in uen es of a qualitative probabilisti network an hide ontext-spe i information. Revealing
this hidden information and exploiting it upon inferen e an be worthwhile.
The information that an in uen e is zero for a ertain ontext an be used,
for example, to improve the runtime omplexity of the sign-propagation algorithm be ause propagation of a sign along a ertain hain an be stopped as
soon as a zero in uen e is en ountered on that hain. More importantly, however, exploiting ontext-spe i information an prevent on i ting in uen es
arising during inferen e and an thereby forestall the generation of ambiguous
signs. We illustrate this observation by means of an example.
Example 13 We re onsider the qualitative surgery network from Fig. 4. Suppose that a non-smoker is undergoing surgery. From Example 6 we re all that,
in the ontext of the observation s for the variable S , propagation of the observation t for the variable T with the standard sign-propagation algorithm results
in the sign `?' for L. In essen e, there is not enough information present in the
18

+

T

Æ (S )

R

+

P

S

+

L

M
C

L

Æ (L)

(b)

(a)

Fig. 8. A hidden zero revealed, (a), and a non-monotoni ity aptured, (b), by a
ontext-spe i sign.

network to ompute a non-ambiguous sign from the two on i ting reasoning
hains between T and L. As a onsequen e, the in uen e of the surgery on the
patient's life expe tan y is unknown.
From the example, we now further re all that the positive qualitative in uen e
from T on P e e tively hides a zero in uen e. With our new notion of ontextspe i sign, we an make this information expli it by asso iating the sign Æ (S )
with the in uen e of T on P , for whi h:

( ) = +; Æ(s) = 0

Æ 

We thus expli itly in lude the information that non-smoking patients are not
at risk for pulmonary ompli ations after surgery. The extended network is
shown in Fig. 8(a).
We now re onsider our non-smoking patient undergoing surgery. Propagating
the observation t for the variable T with the extended sign-propagation algorithm in the ontext of the observation s results in the sign (+ +)  (0
)
= + for the variable L. The previously hidden zero in uen e is exploited upon
inferen e and we nd that the surgery is likely to in rease the patient's life
expe tan y. 

In Se tion 3 we not only dis ussed hidden zero in uen es, but also argued that
positive and negative in uen es an be hidden in the non-monotoni in uen es
of a qualitative network. As the initial `?'s of these in uen es tend to spread
to major parts of the network upon inferen e, it is worthwhile to resolve the
non-monotoni ities involved whenever possible. Our extended formalism of
qualitative networks provides for expli itly apturing information about nonmonotoni ities by ontext-spe i signs. The following example illustrates the
basi idea.
Example 14 We re onsider the qualitative ervi al metastases network from

Fig. 5. From Example 7, we re all that the in uen e of the variable M , modelling the extent of lymphati metastases, on the variable C , whi h represents
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the presen e or absen e of metastases in the lymph nodes in the ne k, is nonmonotoni . More spe i ally, we have that

Pr( j ml) > Pr( j ml
 ) and Pr( j ml ) < Pr( j m l ):
In the ontext of an observation l, that is, for tumours lo ated in the lower
two-third of the oesophagus, we have that the in uen e is positive, while it is
negative in the ontext l, that is, for tumours higher up in the oesophagus.
With our new notion of ontext-spe i sign, we an make the hidden information expli it. In the extended network, shown in Fig. 8(b), the information
is aptured by the sign Æ (L) with

( ) = ?; Æ(l) = +; Æ(l ) =

Æ 

for the in uen e of the variable M on C . It will be evident that the now
expli itly represented information an be exploited upon inferen e. 

5 Evaluation of ontext-spe i ity in real-life networks

To get an impression of the ontext-spe i information that is hidden in
real-life qualitative probabilisti networks, we omputed qualitative abstra tions of the well-known alarm-network [1℄ and of a probabilisti network
for oesophageal an er, alled the oeso a-network [20℄. The alarm-network
is reprodu ed in Fig. 9. It onsists of 37, mostly non-binary, variables and
46 ar s; the number of dire t qualitative in uen es in the abstra ted network | using the basi de nition of qualitative in uen e | therefore equals
46. The oeso a-network, shown in Fig. 10, onsists of 42, also mostly nonbinary, variables and 59 ar s. In omputing the qualitative abstra tions of the
two networks from the onditional probabilities spe i ed for the networks, we
have assumed that the values of a variable, are ordered from top, the smallest
value, to bottom, the largest value, as indi ated in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. Table 3
summarises for the abstra ted networks the numbers of dire t in uen es for
Table 3
The numbers of dire t in uen es with `+', ` ', `0' and `?' signs for the qualitative
alarm- and oeso a- networks.
# dire t in uen es with sign Æ:
+

0

?

total :

alarm

17

9

0

20

46

oeso a

32

12

0

15

59

20

Table 4
The numbers of maximal ontexts X overed by the `+', ` ', `0' and `?' signs
(Æ) and their asso iated ontext-spe i signs (Æ0 ), for the qualitative alarm- and
oeso a- networks.
# max. X with sign Æ0 :

alarm

+

+

38

0

?

total :

{

21

{

59

{

40

11

{

51

0

{

{

{

{

0

?

34

24

12

28

108

total:

72

64

44

28

218

Æ:

# max.

oeso a

+

+

74

X

with sign Æ0 :

0

?

total :

{

8

{

82

{

36

8

{

44

0

{

{

{

{

0

?

6

3

2

38

49

total:

80

39

18

38

175

Æ:

the four di erent basi signs.
The numbers reported in Table 3 pertain to the basi signs of the qualitative
in uen es asso iated with the ar s in the digraphs of the networks. Ea h su h
in uen e, and hen e ea h asso iated basi sign, overs a number of maximal
ontexts. For a qualitative in uen e asso iated with an ar A ! B , the number of maximal ontexts equals 1 if variable B has no other prede essors than
A; the only ontext is the empty ontext. If B does have other prede essors
then the number of maximal ontexts equals the number of possible ombinations of values for this set of prede essors. For the alarm-network there thus
are 218 maximal ontexts; for the oeso a-network, the number of maximal
ontexts equals 175. For every maximal ontext, we have now omputed the
true ontext-spe i sign from the original quanti ed network. Table 4 summarises the numbers of ontext-spe i signs overed by the di erent basi
signs in the two abstra ted networks. From the table we observe, for example,
that the 17 positive qualitative in uen es from the qualitative alarm network together over 59 di erent maximal ontexts. For 38 of these ontexts,
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KINKEDTUBE
HYPOVOLEMIA
TRUE
FALSE

LVFAILURE

INTUBATION

ANAPHYLAXIS
TRUE
FALSE

TRUE
FALSE

PULMEMBOLUS
TRUE
FALSE

HISTORY

TRUE
FALSE

NORMAL
ESOPHAGEAL
ONESIDED

DISCONNECT
TRUE
FALSE

INSUFFANESTH
TRUE
FALSE

TRUE
FALSE

VENTLUNG
LVEDVOLUME

TPR
STROKEVOLUME

LOW
NORMAL
HIGH

LOW
NORMAL
HIGH

LOW
NORMAL
HIGH

ZERO
LOW
NORMAL
HIGH

SHUNT
NORMAL
HIGH

PAP

VENTMACH
ZERO
LOW
NORMAL
HIGH

LOW
NORMAL
HIGH

BP
LOW
NORMAL
HIGH

PCWP
LOW
NORMAL
HIGH

VENTALV

SAO2

VENTTUBE

ZERO
LOW
NORMAL
HIGH

LOW
NORMAL
HIGH
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ZERO
LOW
NORMAL
HIGH

CVP
LOW
NORMAL
HIGH

CATECHOL

CO

NORMAL
HIGH

LOW
NORMAL
HIGH

MINVOLSET

PVSAT

PRESS

LOW
NORMAL
HIGH

ZERO
LOW
NORMAL
HIGH

MINVOL
ZERO
LOW
NORMAL
HIGH

FIO2
HR
ERRLOWOUTPUT
TRUE
FALSE

ERRCAUTER

LOW
NORMAL
HIGH

LOW
NORMAL

TRUE
FALSE

EXPCO2
HRBP
LOW
NORMAL
HIGH

HREKG
LOW
NORMAL
HIGH

HRSAT
LOW
NORMAL
HIGH

ARTCO2
LOW
NORMAL
HIGH

ZERO
LOW
NORMAL
HIGH

Fig. 9. The alarm-network (with its prior probabilities).

LOW
NORMAL
HIGH

Location

Shape

proximal
mid
distal

Length

polypoid
scirrheus
ulcerating

Type

Gastro-location

adeno
squamous
undifferentiated

Circumf

x<5
5<=x<10
10<=x

circular
non-circular

Gastro-circumf

Passage

proximal
mid
distal

circular
non-circular
non-determ

solid
puree
liquid
none

Gastro-length
x<5
5<=x<10
10<=x
non-determ

Biopsy
adeno
squamous
undifferentiated

Gastro-shape
polypoid
scirrheus
ulcerating

Weightloss
none
x<10%
x>=10%

Endosono-mediast
yes
no
non-determ

Invasion-organs

Invasion-wall

none
trachea
mediastinum
diaphragm
heart

CT-organs
none
trachea
mediastinum
diaphragm
heart

Endosono-wall

T1
T2
T3
T4

T1
T2
T3
T4
non-determ

Necrosis
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yes
no

Lapa-diaphragm
yes
no

Bronchoscopy

Metas-cervix
yes
no

yes
no
non-determ

Haema-metas

I
IIA
IIB
III
IVA
IVB

N0
N1
M1

Gastro-necrosis

yes
no

Stage

Lymph-metas

Fistula
yes
no

yes
no

Metas-liver

yes
no
non-determ

yes
no

Metas-truncus

X-fistula

Sono-cervix

yes
no

Physical-exam

yes
no

yes
no

Metas-lungs
yes
no

Endosono-truncus
Metas-loco
yes
no

yes
no
non-determ

Lapa-liver
yes
no

CT-truncus
Endosono-loco
CT-loco
yes
no

yes
no
non-determ

X-lungs

yes
no

Lapa-truncus
yes
no

yes
no

Fig. 10. The oeso a-network (with its prior probabilities).

CT-liver
yes
no

CT-lungs
yes
no

the in uen es are indeed positive, but for 21 ontexts the positive in uen es
a tually hide a zero in uen e, that is, an independen e.
For the qualitative alarm-network, Table 3 shows that 35% of the in uen es
are positive, 17% are negative, and 48% are ambiguous; the network does
not in lude any expli itly spe i ed zero in uen es. For the extended network,
using ontexts, we observe from Table 4 that 32% of the ontext-spe i inuen es are positive. Note that 47% of these in uen es are in fa t hidden in
the qualitative alarm-network. 31% of the in uen es in the extended network are negative, 20% are zero, and 17% remain ambiguous. Note that 65%
of the ambiguous in uen es in the qualitative alarm-network e e tively hide
a positive, negative or zero ontext-spe i in uen e. For the qualitative oeso a-network, Table 3 shows that 54% of the in uen es are positive, 21% are
negative, and 25% are ambiguous; the network does not in lude any expli it
zero in uen es. For the extended network, using ontexts, we nd that 46%
of the qualitative in uen es are positive, 22% are negative, 10% are zero, and
22% remain ambiguous. Note that, although the qualitative oeso a-network
also hides ontext-spe i information, it is less prominent than in the alarmnetwork.
We on lude that for both the alarm- and the oeso a-network, the use of
ontext-spe i signs serves to reveal a onsiderable number of zero in uen es
and to substantially de rease the number of ambiguous in uen es. Similar observations have been found for the qualitative abstra tions of two other real-life
probabilisti networks, pertaining to Wilson's disease [11℄ and to ventri ular
septal defe t [4℄, respe tively. We feel that by providing for the in lusion of
ontext-spe i information about in uen es, we have e e tively extended the
expressive power of qualitative probabilisti networks for real-life appli ations.
6 Con lusions

Qualitative networks model the probabilisti in uen es involved in an appliation domain at the high abstra tion level of variables, as opposed to probabilisti networks where in uen es are represented at the level of values of
variables. Due to this high level of representation detail, knowledge about
probabilisti in uen es that hold only for spe i values of ertain variables
annot be expressed. We have shown that, as a onsequen e, the results omputed from a qualitative network an be weaker than stri tly ne essary. We
have argued that some of the knowledge that is hidden in a network is in fa t
qualitative in nature and should be represented expli itly to be exploited upon
reasoning. To this end, we have extended the formalism of qualitative probabilisti networks with a notion of ontext-spe i ity. By doing so, we have
provided for a ner level of representation detail and thereby enhan ed the
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expressive power of qualitative networks. While in a regular qualitative network zero in uen es as well as positive and negative in uen es an be hidden,
in an extended network ontext-spe i signs are used to make these hidden
in uen es expli it. We have shown that these signs an be spe i ed in an eÆient way. We have further shown that exploiting ontext-spe i information
an forestall unne essary ambiguous signs during inferen e.
We have argued that qualitative probabilisti networks an play an important role in the onstru tion of probabilisti networks for real-life appli ation
domains. By rst obtaining a qualitative network from domain experts, the
reasoning behaviour of the proje ted quanti ed network an be studied and
validated. The eli ited signs an further be used as onstraints on the probabilities to be assessed. Now, re all that the notion of ontext-spe i independen e
was introdu ed before for quanti ed probabilisti networks as a on ept to be
exploited to speed up probabilisti inferen e. To identify the ontext-spe i
independen es, generally the onditional probability distributions that have
been spe i ed for the network have to be inspe ted [2℄. Using ontext-spe i
signs in qualitative networks during the onstru tion of a probabilisti network, now brings the additional advantage of ontext-spe i independen e
information being readily available.
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